
AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS    

2010-2015 Camaro “Supercharged” Brushed Gas Cap Trim 

Part#102091 Patent Pending 

 
PARTS INCLUDED: 

1-Stainless Gas Cap Trim w/tape 

1-Adhesive Promoter Tube 
 

1. Clean the painted area of your factory gas cap with household rubbing alcohol to remove any dirt and wax. 

Then swipe the area to be mounted once with the adhesive promoter tube provided. 
 

2. IMPORTANT: Before permanent installation carefully place the new stainless bezel into position to check 

the shape of the cover. Make sure the overall shape of the new cover matches the shape of the curve of the 

car. It will be necessary to gently form the bezel by hand until you have achieved a nice perfect conformed 

fit to your cars curve without forcing. At this time you will need to make note of just how the cover sits in 

place making sure it sits nice and centered around your gas cap. 
 

3. Peel the red release liner from the back of the stainless trim and carefully set it evenly around your factory 

gas cap and press firmly to set. 
 

DO NOT GET WET FOR 24 HOURS! 
 

If Any Questions Occur During Installation Please Contact  

American Car Craft at 727-861-1500 
 

Thank You and Enjoy Your New Purchase. 
 

AMERICAN CAR CRAFT 

18924 SAKERA ROAD-HUDSON FLORIDA 34667 

Phone # 727-861-1500 Fax # 727-861-1520 

www.americancarcraft.com 

http://www.americancarcraft.com/


AMERICAN CAR CRAFT INSTRUCTIONS 

How To Use Your 3M Adhesive Promoter Tube 
 

1. Hold the tube with your thumb and forefinger as shown. 

 

 
 

2. Apply pressure with your thumb until you hear a “pop” sound. 

 

 
 

3. Shake the tube back and forth a couple times to get the promoter to flow through the felt tip. 

 

4. Apply to product mounting surface as instructed in the product instructions. 

 

If you need further instruction, below is a link to a video on our YouTube channel.  

Type it into your browser exactly as it is below. 

https://youtu.be/vhXVOhBrfN8 


